
T-BALL 2019 

A. T-Ball 

1. Ages 6 years old and younger.  Age determined as of May 1st 

2. Base paths:   60 feet 

3. Pitching distance:  45 feet 

4. Regulation Game:  5 innings 

5. Equipment used will be a Tee to hit the ball off of and a soft baseball.  (Safe-t-ball) 

6. The run rule will be when a team scores 8 runs in one inning, regardless that less than 3 

outs have been made.  This team shall take the field and the other team will come to 

bat. 

7. All players that report for the game will be placed in the batting order.  No change in the 

batting order is permitted with the exception of injury beyond the ability to continue to 

bat.  In this case the injured player is out of the game and his place in the batting order 

is skipped. 

8. Unlimited defensive substitution for any player in the field.  This means a player may be 

pulled anytime and replaced by a player from the bench without checking with the 

official scorekeeper. 

9. A player must take a full swing at the ball.  Bunts are not allowed in T-Ball.  A batter 

keeps swinging until he hits a fair ball. 

10. A player must stay tagged to a base until the ball is hit. 

11. Overthrows beyond foul lines will be ruled the base you are going to plus one, but the 

runner has to make it.  Overthrows that stay in fair territory, a runner may try to get all 

he can. 

12. The pitcher must remain with at least one foot on the rubber until the ball is hit. 

13. When the ball is thrown to the pitcher, whether caught or not, all play stops.  Base 

runners may not advance farther than the base they were going to when the ball was 

thrown to the pitcher. 

14. If a game is called, it is regulations if three (3) innings have been played.  If the home 

team is leading, then 2 ½ innings will constitute a game. 

15. No steel cleats of any kind will be allowed in T-Ball 

16. The infield fly rule is not in effect in T-Ball 

17. A 12 foot arc in front of home plate will be drawn from foul line to foul line.  Any ball hit 

and staying on or inside the arc in foul. 

18. When a batter swings at the ball and hits the tee, it will be a foul ball. 

19. There will be no catcher in T-Ball.  (Due to safety concerns) 

20. A manager or coach may assist his batters and help adjust the Tee when they are batting 

to help speed up the game. 

21. A team can start and continue a game with less than nine (9) players. 

22. A team has the option to field as many players as they want. (No catcher) 

23. It is the recommendation of the Little Sunflower League that the T-Ball division be the 

learning of the basics and fundamentals of baseball/softball.  It is stressed that the 

coaches do not use the win or else attitude but to make sure that our young players 

learn to play and enjoy the game. 
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